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Amerigear Gear Couplings
®

High Speed, High Performance Design

Amerigear high performance Class I Gear Couplings
Introduction, Design and Manufacturing
®

Hub
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Custom High Performance
Designs
These couplings are customdesigned to your needs, whether
they involve weight or size

Fig. 1

Sleeve

Conventional Class I Designs
Amerigear Class I High
Performance Gear Couplings are
compact, offering high torque and
high performance characteristics in
relation to their size and weight.
The standard line is rated at full
1/4° misalignment per gear mesh.
The hubs, sleeves, and spacer are
made of high quality AISI 4140
heat treated steel with nitrided gear
teeth, providing optimum strength
and hardness properties. Fasteners
are twelve point Grade 8 bolts and
matching self-locking nuts.

limitations, high temperature, high
speed, or extreme misalignment
requirements. We would select
a material suitable for your
application from a variety of
choices including 1045, 4140
Nitrided, 4340 Nitrided, Nitralloy,
8620 or 9310 carburized.

Balancing is performed by
components on sensitive balancing
machines to assure smooth,
vibration-free operation of the
installed coupling.
Parts are heat-treated to controlled
specifications to provide maximum
strength and coupling life.
Custom High Performance
Manufacturing
All the standard practices used
to manufacture our conventional
Class I couplings are used, plus
any special requirements deemed
necessary for a specific application
including material property tests,
ultrasonic tests, 100% inspection,
assembly check balancing, etc.
API-671 Specification
Class I Amerigear couplings can
optionally be built to comply with
API-671.
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Fastener selection again would be
dependent on your requirements.
They could be Grade 5, Grade 8,
Aircraft type, Inconel, etc.

Gear teeth are manufactured by
precision hobbing and shaping
equipment to exacting standards
of tooth finish, profile, and spacing.
All parts are magnetic particle
inspected to assure soundness and
reliability.
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The gear tooth is fully crowned. The
flanks of the teeth are crowned so
that the tooth thickness is greatest
at the center of the tooth.

Fig. 2

Amerigear couplings are
manufactured to precise tolerances.
Tips of external gear teeth are
spherically ground for a precision fit
with mating internal sleeve teeth. All
other pilots utilize interference fits.
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If you need to connect two or more
pieces of rotating equipment –
contact Ameridrives.

Faces of the teeth adjacent to
the tips are crown chamfered to
eliminate interference with sleeve
tooth fillets, allowing true involute
flanks of gear teeth to be in contact
with the sleeve tee regardless of
operating angle.

Conventional Class I
Manufacturing

M

We can supply you with one of
our conventional Class 1 high
performance designs, or let us
custom-design a coupling for your
equipment.

Tips of the teeth are crowned with
a radius equal to the outside radius
of the gear element. The crowned
tip contacts the root of the internal
gear teeth in the external sleeve,
accurately piloting the sleeve and
permitting minimum diametral
sleeve clearance to assure good
dynamic balance characteristics.

Tooth design would be fully
crowned and specifically designed
to your needs which could be as
high as 7-1/2° per mesh. Coupling
balance would also be based on
your requirements.
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Higher torque, higher speed,
and higher misalignment
requirements; this is the trend in
rotating mechanical equipment.
Let Ameridrives Couplings, first
to apply the Fully Crowned Tooth
concept to a gear-type coupling in
the early 1950’s, supply a coupling
for your needs. Our engineering
know-how in tooth design,
material and lube selection, and
manufacturing techniques stand
ready to serve you.

This assures larger contact area
per tooth for higher torque capacity
and puts more teeth in contact at
a given angle. The crowned flank
eliminates end-of-tooth loading,
provides optimum load distribution,
and corrects for all types of
misalignment with minimum
backlash.
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Coupling Selection and Order Information
1. Obtain shaft sizes.
Compare shaft sizes of driving and
driven equipment with maximum bores
listed on page 4 to determine tentative
coupling size.
2. Compute effective torque to be
transmitted. Select service factor from
the adjacent table. Determined design
torque as follows:
Torque = horsepower x 63025 x S.F.
RPM
			
Check torque ratings on page 6 and
confirm coupling size, or increased to
a size with a torque rating equal to or
greater than design torque.
3. Check maximum speed of coupling.
Find the curve on page 6 appropriate
to the size and style selected. Knowing
the required shaft separation, read the
approximate maximum operating speed.
These speeds are given only as a guide,
since the maximum speed depends on
system characteristics.
4. Check space limitations.
Dimensions of the selected coupling
should be compared with the space
provided in the application to assure
proper clearances. Shaft extensions,
separation, and clearance to align
coupling should be considered.
Example:
A steam turbine rated at 10,500 HP is
to drive a centrifugal compressor at
7800 rpm. Shaft sizes are 4” for the
turbine and 3.5” for the compressor,
both incorporating (2) standard AGMA
reduced keys. Shaft separation is 24”
and continuous lubrication is desired.
On the basis of the 4” bore, a size 103
is selected.
Torque =
			
=

10500 x 63025 x 1.0
7800
84841 in.lb.

The maximum torque for a 103
continuous lube coupling is 115, 000
in.lb. The maximum speed at 24” shaft
separation is about 11,000 rpm.
Therefore, a 103 FELE coupling is
suitable for this application.
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Coupling Series Designations
104 F

E

L

When ordering, specify the
following information:
C/ RM

Coupling
Size

1. Shaft or bore sizes, keyway
dimensions, and hub lengths. Give
exact sizes with tolerances.
2. Load—horsepower and/or torque at
a specific rpm. State normal (steadystate) and peak (transient) conditions.

Designates
flanged
sleeves

3. Speed—minimum, normal, and
maximum.

Designates
extended (spacer)
type coupling

4. Application—type of driving and driven
equipment.
5. Space limitations—envelope
dimensions, shaft extensions, and
shaft separation.

Continuous lubrication
from external source
Designates center lube inlet
through spacer (C) or end
lube inlet through sleeve (E)
Designates additional design
features: Reduced Moment (RM)
or Marine Style (MS)
Note: In accordance with our established
policy to constantly improve
our products, the specifications
contained herein are subject to
change without notice.

6. Unusual misalignment conditions,
normal and maximum.
7. Modifications and special
requirements.
8. Unusual operating conditions—
ambient temperature and
atmosphere.
9. Quantity and delivery requirements.
Note: If you need more information or
assistance when selecting
a coupling, contact
Ameridrives Couplings.

Service Factors
Type Driver
Motor
or
Turbine

Steam Engines
Water
Turbines

Reciprocating
Engines

Centrifugal Pumps and
Compressors; Conveyors,
Generators, Light Fans

1.00

1.25

1.50

Slight
Torque
Fluctuations

Machine Tools, Large Fans,
Screw Compressors and
Pumps

1.50

1.75

2.00

Sub-Stantial
Torque
Fluctuations

Reciprocating
Compressors, Marine Drive
Shafts, Mill Drives

1.75

2.00

2.50

Load

Driven Equipment

Constant
Torque

Caution: Surface factors applied incorrectly will increase coupling size and weight
unnecessarily. Service factors should be applied to lower of two torque ratings of
driver or driven equipment. If coupling selection with service factor is too heavy or
large, consult Ameridrives Couplings. Factors should be applied to normal operating
torques only.

www.ameridrives.com
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Bore and Keyway Information
Maximum Bore Data - Series FE, FELE, FE/RM, FELE/RM, FELC/RM
Size

Max. Bore
2 Square
Keys

Max. Bore
2 Reduced
Keys

Max. Bore
Shrink Drive
(Keyless)

Max.Bore
With
Puller Holes

101-¼

1.500

1.688

1.500

101-½

2.125

2.250

2.000

102

2.688

2.875

102-½

3.062

103

3.750

103-½

Puller Hole
D.B.C

Size

1.38

1.75

1/4 - 20

2.00

2.44

1/4 - 20

2.500

2.75

3.19

1/4 - 20

3.250

3.000

3.12

3.69

3/8 - 16

4.000

3.500

3.88

4.50

3/8 - 16

4.500

4.688

4.125

4.62

5.31

3/8 - 16

104

5.188

5.500

4.750

5.50

6.25

3/8 - 16

104-½

5.500

5.875

5.125

5.75

6.62

1/2 - 13

105

6.375

6.500

5.875

6.50

7.50

1/2 - 13

105-½

7.125

7.250

6.500

7.00

8.25

1/2 - 13

106

8.000

8.312

7.250

8.00

9 .25

5/8 - 11

107

9.000

9.500

8.250

9.50

10.75

5/8 - 11

Notes:
1. Maximum bores for keyed shafts are for standard key sizes and interferences listed below, short hub
lengths, and rated sealed lube torques. Maximum bore may be increased in most cases when using
longer hubs or transmitting less than rated torque. Maximum bore may have to be decreased when
using 1 (one) key or increased interference. Consult Ameridrives Couplings.
2. Maximum bores for shrink drives are based on a bore-to-barrel ratio of 1.45. Actual maximum will
be determined by the amount of interference required to achieve the desired torque transmission
capability.

Installation and Alignment
The equipment to be coupled must
be accurately positioned and aligned
to assure maximum coupling life. It is
recommended that “cold” misalignment
not exceed 1/3 of rated misalignment
capacity. This allows for errors and
calculated misalignment or unexpected
movements of equipment throughout
the life of the coupling.
Alignment checks should be taken
on hub surfaces as shown in Fig. 1
(page 2).
For coninuously lubed couplings, two
lube nozzles at 180° are recommended.
Oil supply tubes should be designed to
maintain a flow rate of approximately
8 feet per second. Orifices should be
designed to produce a minimum exit
velocity of 20 feet per second.
See Fig. 3 (page 5) for lube flow rate
requirements.
For sealed lube couplings, a sufficient
quantity of oil or grease should be used
so that during operation, an annulus is
maintained at least 1/4" below the gear
minor diameter. This quantity is listed to
the right, and is called out on our sales
drawings.
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Observe the following precautions:
1. D
 o not interchange coupling
components with those of similar
assemblies, since hub tooth tips
are mated to matching sleeves. Bolt
holes are line reamed and are not
interchangeable.
Oil Capacity per Mesh
For Seales Lube Couplings
Size

FE

FE/RM

2. Fasteners should be replaced after being
assembled and disassembled a maximum
of 10 times.
3. Tighten flange nuts to the correct torques
as shown in the chart below.

Size

*Nut
Tightening
Torque
(Dry)
In. - Lbs.

Flange Bolts
Size

DBC

6

1/4-28

3.875

6

5/16-24

4.812

8

3/8-24

5.75

450

8

3/8-24

6.75

450

10

3/8-24

7.937

103-½

450

12

3/8-24

8.937

Pints

Lb.

Pints

Lb.

101-¼

.03

.03

.05

.05

101-¼

125

101-½

.05

.05

.09

.08

101-½

250

102

.08

.07

.17

.16

102

450

102-½

.09

.09

.21

.20

102-½

103

.15

.14

.39

.37

103

103-½

.22

.21

.70

.66

Qty.

104

.27

.25

.93

.87

104

1000

10

1/2-20

10.375

104-½

.36

.34

1.34

1.26

104-½

1000

12

1/2-20

11.375

105

.53

.50

1.92

1.80

105

1000

16

1/2-20

12.375

105-½

.86

.81

2.86

2.68

105-½

1000

18

1/2-20

13.375

106

.84

.79

3.21

3.02

106

1000

18

1/2-20

14.375

107

1.55

1.46

6.57

6.17

107

2100

18

5/8-18

16.625

*Decrease tightening torque to 75% of values when
threads are lubricated.
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Lubrication
Lubrication Comparison Data
Sealed vs. Continuous
Gear-type couplings may be
continuously-lubricated, or may be filled
with a specific quantity of lubricant
and sealed. There are many factors
governing which method should be
chosen, and each coupling application
must be evaluated with respect to its
particular requirements. Some factors
to be considered are listed at right.
Generally, where application parameters
do not demand continuous lubrication, a
sealed unit is the preferred choice. If an
application is being considered where
the best method of lubrication is not
easily determined, please consult the
factory.

Sealed Lube

Continuous Lube

1. Affords the opportunity to choose the
best lubrication available.
2. Outside contaminants effectively
prohibited from entering working
gears.
3. Case design is simplified – not
required to be an oil-tight enclosure.
4. Coupling may operate for extended
periods of time without servicing,
other than the normal leakage checks.
5. In disconnect type couplings, there is
a definite limit for maximum differential
speed, due to seal rubbing.
6. Seals are required in connected
equipment.
7. Seals tend to wear and age.
Replacement is not always easy.
8. High ambient temperatures may
adversely affect the lubricant.

1. Permits continuous operation but
requires periodic sludge removal.
2. Permits high differential speed in
disconnect type couplings.
3. Removes generated heat effectively
and increases coupling life significantly
in applications subject to high ambient
temperature conditions.
4. May eliminate the need for costly seals
and connected equipment.
5. Eliminates seals in the coupling itself.
6. Does not permit the choice of best
lubricating oils.
7. Requires oil supply filtration to 5
micron or less absolute particle size.
8. Requires an oil tight case.

Since there is no universal agreement
as to what high speed really is,
there are no universal answers and
recommendations concerning highspeed lubrication. Ambient temperature,
coupling alignment, tip clearance, and
duty cycle are all important variables.
Should packed lubrication seem to be
the proper method of lubrication, it is
generally conceded that a fluid lubricant
is the best choice, as grease tends to
separate and lose its effectiveness due
to the high centrifugal force acting on
its various ingredients at high rotational
speed. Some oils which have operated
satisfactorily at high speed include Nuto
No. 146 Humble Oil, Lubriplate No. 8
by Fiske Brothers, Transmission Oil No.
140 by Continental and Gearup No.
140 by Standard Oil of Ohio. Viscosity
of these oils range from 2100 to 3600
SUS @ 100°F. An oil which conforms to
MIL-L-2105 gr. 140 is acceptable.

Fig. 3

In cases where the customer prefers to
use a grease lubricant, it is essential that
the choice of grease be made carefully,
since only a few greases have been
formulated and tested at conditions
which impose very high centrifugal
force on them. Generally, any greasepacked Class I coupling operating over
5000 rpm should be packed with a
special high-speed grease. Specialized
synthetic greases have been used very
successfully including Anderol 786 by
Tenneco Chemical, Syn-Tech 3913-G1
and Amoco coupling grease.

P-1824-AC
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Amerigear Class I ContinuouslyLubricated Flexible Couplings have
a differential level between inlet and
outlet to assure positive oil flow. Design
provides for retention of oil in event
of pump failure or intermittent-type
lubrication. Two lube nozzles at 180° are
recommended to assure uniform oil input
and distribution. Lubricant should be a
high quality, stable petroleum oil with
a suitable, noncorrosive load-carrying
additive. Viscosity should be a minimum
of 50 SUS at 180°F. An oil which
conforms to MIL-L-17331 is satisfactory.
Couplings using inlet through spacer
flange have oil receiver cavities which not
only assure uniform distribution but also
serve as accumulators for centrifuged
deposits. These couplings also
incorporate anti-sludge discharge holes
in the sleeves, which are designed to
maintain a positive lube flow to minimize
sludge buildup. See Fig. 4.
In the presence of such contributing
factors as high temperature, coarse
filtration, low volume, free air circulation,
moisture and so on, it is inevitable
that sludge and oxidized particles will
accumulate in the coupling sleeves.
Periodic cleaning is absolutely
mandatory. The frequency varies for each
installation. As a precaution, within two
to three months of initial operation, high
speed couplings should be checked for
sludge. Future maintenance should be
based on the residue found at that time.

www.ameridrives.com
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Torque and Balancing Data

Speed Ratings

Torque Ratings
Coupling torque capacity is given at full
1/4° misalignment per gear mesh. When
operating at 1/8°, the normal torque
capacity of gearing is 7% greater than
the values shown.

Speeds - General
The graph in Fig. 4 shows maximum
operating speeds for all ”F” series
Amerigear Flexible Couplings. This
may be used as a preliminary guide
when selecting a coupling. Contact
Ameridrives for information on other
Amerigear series.

Apply correct service factor as shown
on page 3. If higher torque capacity
is required and the size is restricted,
consult Ameridrives.
Balancing Procedure
(Standard Balance): All sleeves, hubs
and other short parts are single-plane
balanced. Spacers and other long parts
are two-plane balanced. Fasteners are
weigh-balanced in sets, i.e. all fasteners
of the same size for one coupling
are balanced together. Balancing is
accomplished by metal removal.

Each component is balanced so that
the level of residual unbalance for each
plane does not exceed the greatest
value determined by the following:
U = 4W/N
U = .0008 W
U = .01
Where:
U = Residual unbalance (ounce-inches)
W = Weight of component (pounds),
		 apportioned per balance plane
N = Maximum continuous operating
		 speed (revolutions per minute)

Coupling Torque Capacity, in.-lb.
Normal

Size

6

Peak

Continuous
Lube

Sealed
Lube

Continuous &
Sealed Lube

101-¼

9,500

12,000

30,000

101-½

22,000

28,500

67,000

102

45,000

50,500

138,000

102-½

71,000

81,000

240,000

103

115,000

136,000

400,000

103-½

172,000

210,000

548,000

104

245,000

310,000

910,000

104-½

350,000

436,000

1,200,000

105

475,000

590,000

1,750,000

105-½

620,000

780,000

2,000,000

106

720,000

950,000

2,500,000

107

1,000,000

1,375,000

4,000,000

www.ameridrives.com

Fig. 4

Speeds - Class I
The speed limits shown above are
only a guide and are based on average
system characteristics.
Gear couplings are part of a drivetrain
system. If a system is very rigid and
stiff, then the maximum speed might be
increased, or if a system is soft and has
a long shaft overhang, then it may be
necessary to decrease speed limits.
Whenever possible, a detailed system
critical speed analysis should be
carried out.
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Series FE & FELE
This series of coupling is used for high
performance applications requiring
high torque, high-speed and/or high
misalignment capabilities.

H

The FE is equipped with positive O-ring
seals for retention of oil or grease in
sealed-lube applications.

E
Dia.

G

J

F
Dia.

K

The FELE is designed for continuous
type lubrication with lube being fed into
coupling at each end and discharging
through the spacer. See pages 4-6
for maximum bores, torque ratings,
lube requirements, speed limits, and
unbalance data.

J

G

A

K

C

B
D

Balancing Bands
(as required)

Series FE
Sealed Lube

Dimensions (Inches)

Series FELE
Continuous Lube

Size

A

B

C
Minimum

D

E

F

G

H
Minimum

J

K

101-¼

4.75

2.12

4.00

3.12

2.66

2.38

.06

3.88

.88

.38

101-½

5.75

2.88

4.25

3.94

3.44

3.12

.06

4.12

.94

.38

102

6.81

3.62

4.25

4.88

4.38

4.00

.09

4.12

1.06

.44

102-½

7.81

4.25

4.31

5.88

5.31

4.84

.09

4.12

1.19

.50

103

9.06

5.12

4.38

7.06

6.38

5.81

.09

4.19

1.31

.56

103-½

10.12

6.00

6.00

8.06

7.25

6.62

.12

5.75

1.44

.62

104

11.75

7.00

6.00

9.31

8.38

7.75

.12

5.75

1.56

.69

104-½

12.75

7.50

6.00

10.25

9.44

8.69

.16

5.69

1.69

.75

105

13.75

8.50

6.00

11.25

10.44

9.69

.16

5.69

2.00

1.00

105-½

14.75

9.50

6.00

12.25

11.44

10.50

.16

5.69

2.25

1.19

106

15.75

10.50

6.00

13.25

12.25

11.25

.16

5.69

2.38

1.25

107

18.25

12.00

6.00

15.25

13.88

12.88

.19

5.62

2.56

1.38

Series FE/MS & FELC/MS
This series of couplings is used for high
performance applications requiring
high torque, high speed and/or high
misalignment capabilities, and where
oversize bore capacity or flange-type
mounting is required.
The FE/MS is equipped with positive
O-ring seals in resilient carriers for
retention of oil or grease in sealed-lube
applications.
The FELC/MS is designed for
continuous type lubrication with lube
being fed into coupling at the spacer
and discharged at the ends. The exit
holes in the rigid hubs provide positive
flow and minimize the buildup of
deposits. See pages 4-6 for torque
ratings, lube requirements, speed limits
and unbalance data.

P-1824-AC
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Series FE/MS

Series FELC/MS

www.ameridrives.com
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Altra Industrial Motion
Ameridrives Facilities
North America
USA
1802 Pittsburgh Avenue
Erie, PA 16502 - USA
814-480-5000
Mill Spindles, Ameriflex, Ameridisc,
Universal Joints, Driveshafts,
Mill Gear Couplings
2000 Clovis Barker Road
San Marcos, TX 78666 - USA
888-449-9439
Gear Couplings, Small Industrial
Driveshafts
300 Indiana Highway 212
Michigan City, IN 46360
219-874-5248
Irrigation Universal Driveshafts

The Brands of Altra Industrial Motion
Couplings

Electric Clutches & Brakes

Heavy Duty Clutches & Brakes

Gearing

Ameridrives
www.ameridrives.com

Inertia Dynamics
www.idicb.com

Industrial Clutch
www.indclutch.com

Bauer Gear Motor
www.bauergears.com

Bibby Turboflex
www.bibbyturboflex.com

Matrix
www.matrix-international.com

Twiflex
www.twiflex.com

Boston Gear
www.bostongear.com

Guardian Couplings
www.guardiancouplings.com

Stromag
www.stromag.com

Stromag
www.stromag.com

Delroyd Worm Gear
www.delroyd.com

Huco
www.huco.com

Warner Electric
www.warnerelectric.com

Svendborg Brakes
www.svendborg-brakes.com

Nuttall Gear
www.nuttallgear.com

Lamiflex Couplings
www.lamiflexcouplings.com

Linear Products

Wichita Clutch
www.wichitaclutch.com

Overrunning Clutches

Stromag
www.stromag.com

Warner Linear
www.warnerlinear.com

Belted Drives

Formsprag Clutch
www.formsprag.com

TB Wood’s
www.tbwoods.com

Engineered Bearing Assemblies

TB Wood’s
www.tbwoods.com

Marland Clutch
www.marland.com

Geared Cam Limit Switches

Kilian
www.kilianbearings.com

Stieber
www.stieberclutch.com

Stromag
www.stromag.com

Neither the accuracy nor completeness of the information contained in this publication is guaranteed by the company and may be subject to change in its sole discretion. The operating
and performance characteristics of these products may vary depending on the application, installation, operating conditions and environmental factors. The company’s terms and
conditions of sale can be viewed at http://www.altramotion.com/terms-and-conditions/sales-terms-and-conditions. These terms and conditions apply to any person who may buy,
acquire or use a product referred to herein, including any person who buys from a licensed distributor of these branded products.
©2018 by Ameridrives LLC. All rights reserved. All trademarks in this publication are the sole and exclusive property of Ameridrives LLC or one of its affiliated companies.
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